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Electro-magnetic counterpart
for GW phenomenon
Gravitational-wave source
• Since Nov. 2015, LIGO/Virgo have detected gravitational-wave (GW)
signals from the Universe.
• Those would come from astronomical phenomena, for example mergers
of black hole-black hole, black hole-neutron star, and neutron starneutron star pairs.
• The GW-radiated phenomena are expected to radiate electro-magnetic
(EM) emission.
• Multi-messenger observation can reveal the physical background of GW
sources.
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GW170817
• LIGO/Virgo detected the GW on
17 Aug. 2017.
• GW170817 was identiﬁed as the
EM counterpart in the entire
wavelength.
• Gamma-ray: Detect gamma-ray
emission after 1.74 seconds of
GW detection.
• X-ray: Detect after 9 days of GW
detection.
• Optical and NIR: Identify optical
counterpart after 10.87 hours.
• Radio: Detect after 17 days.

Neutron-Star Merger
NASA/CXC/M.Weiss

•

The obtained GW indicated that the GW was generated
by the binary neutron-star (BNS) merger.

Implication from EM Observation
•

•

Optical and IR emissions can be generated
by the radioactive decays of r-process
nuclei. (Kilonova model)
Radio, X-ray and gamma-ray emissions
would come from the relativistic jet which
was generated by the BNS merger.
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J-GEM Observation for
GW170817
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• J-GEM succeeded the observation
for GW170817 by using IRSF,
MOA, B&C and Subaru/HSC.
• Our aim is to observe the optical
counterpart of GW source before
1 day.
Constrain a physical mechanism
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of GW counterpart.
2 J-GEM Observations
A broad geometrical distribution of observatories was
required to observe SSS17a because it was visible for
a limited amount of time after sunset in the northern
hemisphere. J-GEM facilities were suitable for observing
this target because they are distributed all over the Earth
in terms of the longitude, which included the southern
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How to Identify Optical Counterpart
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Figure 4. MASTER-composed discovery image started 2017 August 17 at 23:59:54 UT. We used color
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• It is not easy to identify an optical transient from the obtained image.
(1) |(S/N)PSF | > 5, (2
our wide FOV (Lipunov et al. 2010), in real time (1–2 minutes
the object’s instrumental ﬂux from the difference image. We
correct the obtained stellar magnitudes for the Galactic extinction,2
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Purpose of J-GEM
Purpose
• Multi-messenger observation to reveal the physical background of
GW sources
• Detect and observe an optical counterpart of GW source

Requirements
• Survey huge area (> 10 sq. degrees), because of a low sky-position
accuracy of GW observatories.
• Identify the optical counterpart as soon as possible to understand
an early phase of GW event.

Approach
• We do a survey observation by using many Japanese telescopes

Two types of telescope
Normal Telescope (FoV < 1 deg^2)

Telescope having large FoV (FoV > 1 deg^2)

• B&C
• Kanata • OAO WFC
• Saitama SaCRA
• IRSF
• MITSuME
Akeno/Okayama
• Nayuta

• Subaru
• MOA
• Kiso Tomo-e

Diﬀerent strategies depending on telescopes
Identify the EM counterpart using both types of telescopes

Strategy for Normal Telescope
The survey area may be so huge that a normal optical telescope can
not cover the entire survey area.
• Optical counterpart should be associated with a host galaxy.
➡ Observe candidate galaxies, and identify the associated
transient (Targeted Observation).
GW170817 was discovered by the similar way.
• Survey the huge area
➡ List candidate galaxies, and observe with many collaborate
telescopes
• Do not duplicate candidate host galaxy to survey eﬃciently.
➡ Share a list of candidate host galaxies, and realtime observing
information

Strategy for Normal Telescope
①

J-GEM
Web System
planner

②

• Make galaxy list
• Serve realtime info

OAOWFC
Okayama Astrophysical Observatory Wide Field Camera

④
③
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観測装置技術WS

• Observe
• Reduction

Image
Server
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• Save/show obtained images
• Calculate limiting ﬂux
• Subtract image

Alert Information System;
planner

Web-base system. Communicate through command line

Sharing Information of Observation

Galaxy ID Probability

Galaxy Info

Obs Teles

Obs Info

Flag

Share information to avoid duplication of observation

J-GEM Ranking on GW170817

• NGC 4993 got 11-th rank based on GLADE galaxies
with 3D probability and B-mag

How complete?

• 8223 SN Ia are used to validate GLADE completeness
• Targeted observation with planner is promising for GW
events up to 200Mpc

Image Subtraction

Web-base image server system.
Assemble images obtained by each telescope.

Identiﬁcation
Obs Image

Ref Image

Sub Image

Blinking gif

•Reference image obtained by PanSTARRS
•Image subtraction
•Compare between obtained and reference images.

Schedule for O3 Run
LIGO-G1801056

LIGO-VIRGO Joint Run Planning Committee

Working schedule for O3
(Public document G1801056-v4, based on G1800889-v7)
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ER13: from 8am PT Dec 14
to 6 am PT Dec 18

Mar

Apr

May
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Jul
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ER14: up to four weeks, starting at the earliest March 1st, 2019
O3 to follow

Commissioning

ER13

Commissioning

ER14

O3: one calendar year long

Commissioning

ER13

Commissioning

ER14

O3: one calendar year long

Commissioning

ER13

Commissioning

ER14

O3: one calendar year long

~70% observing mode
Engineering
Run
Observing Run

Now

Detector operational,commissioning mode
(small fraction of observing mode time)
Detector in observing
mode for a fraction of the time
during Engineering Runs (ERs),

https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0157/G1802174/003/G1802174-v3.pdf

Detector not producing data
(downtime)
24/7 observing mode
(Observing Run,

We have done two times of test observations for GW alert.

Coordinated Observation for GW Alert
J-GEM

Dummy Alert

Web System
playground

Including supernova
as transient

• Organize obs info
and transient info

OAOWFC
Okayama Astrophysical Observatory Wide Field Camera

Image
Server
2015/12/07
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• Observe
• Send obtained images

• Assemble images
• Find transient by
eye

Lesson from Coordinated
Observation
Observed 45/137 galaxies using four telescopes in one night.
Obtained Image

Smoothing Image

Reference Image

BUT, we passed over the new transient at that time.
Modify the observation scheme and image subtraction system.

Engineering Run (ER13)
•

LIGO/Virgo team expects rates of GW events:
• Binary neutron stars ; 1/month to 1/year
• Binary black holes ; few/week to few/month
• Neutron-star black-hole binaries ; uncertain

•

Engineering Run (ER13) was conducted at the last week
(from 12/15 to 12/18).

There was no alert of GW event during ER13.

Summary
• Construct observational systems both for normal and wideﬁeld FoV telescopes to observe an optical counterpart of
GW source.
• Made web-base systems:
1. Share a probability ﬁeld of GW event and observational
information.
2. Assemble observed images and subtract from reference
to identify the transient.
• Did coordinated test observations with dummy alert of GW
event.
• There is no public alert during ER13.

Thank you for your attention

